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AUCTION HOUSES IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; AN OVERVIEW . By Felix Gan:

Among the Swiss auction firms there are long established houses, successful up-
starts, permanent second raters, comets that appear brilliantly and then fade
fast, and self-declared "little" auction houses, all of which combinedly cater
to just about anything philatelic a collector wants, needs, or yearnsfor.While
it is not possible to give readers of TELL any kind of detailed or individual
description of each firm featuring auctions or mail bid sales, an attempt is
made here to list those who are considered safe for A .H .P .S . members -- although
of course future performance for any of them is unpredictable.

What a resident of America should know about auctions in Switzerland and Liech -
tenstein are a few ground rules, however . And what he should know as well is
the fact that bidding from the floor is very competitive over there so that mail
bids may have much less of a chance than they often have in this country . Final -
ly it must be observed, with a certain measure of sadness, that our formerly
worldwide sought and appreciated dollar currently is a pretty sick currency if
compared to the highly pegged Swiss franc . Therefore remarkably high prices (if
figured in U .S . dollars) come about, for items often much cheaper in U .S . auc -

tions . . .provided that no Swiss dealers bid against you and cream off the market.

Ground rules in Swiss and Liechtenstein auctions are as follows : Most auctions
are public, i .e . : not mail bid sales . Some people believe that a few auction -
eers may employ "shills" to drive up bidders, but of course this cannot be prov -

ed . The auctions ARE public, however, usually under the auspices of some offi -
cial government representative, and thus malpractices of certain mail sales in
this country are impossible.

All auctions, except Corinphila and Rapp, operate from "minimum bids " or "prix
de départ ; Limit ; or Ausruf ." Below that price lots are not sold . Thus it is

senseless to bid below those figures . -- In addition to the "hammer price" each
lot has a buyer's surcharge of from 10 to 15%,

	

plus a lot fee of SFr . 1 or 2,
plus insurance and postage . Thus, if you have been successful in getting a lot
at cr . 165 . ($100 .) the actual cost of the lot, by the time it reachesyou, may
be Fr . 190 (S 116.). Keep this in mind when placing your bids .

Continued	on p. 286



The thirteenth month at Le Pâquier-Montbarry probably was inspired by many a
Swiss firm's practice to give their employees a thirteenth month's salary at

Christmas time (a NICE practice!!) . But a fourteenth month from Chanèaz, or a

NINETEENTH one from Brontallo? That seems to go a bit too far, just as the
thirty-ninth day of September, from Klöntal, is beyond normal comprehension!!

(For the man who has everything !
SOME NUTTY DATES ON SWISS TOWN CANCELLATIONS
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NEWS, BRIEFS, VARIA, TIDBITS AND TRIVIA FROM THE SOON DEPLETED BINS OF THE

DEPARTING EDITOR PRO-TEM,

This, ladies and gentlemen, is sort of a farewell . Starting with the January,
1980 issue, TELL will have as regular editor Paul Ickeringill who for the past
few months has been TELL's associate editor, contributing in particular to the
beautification of our advertisements, but also being stuck with the membership
roster [plus collecting interests list] about which he will report with cer-
tainty very shortly .

	

Paul also will try to improve on the legibility of TELL's
text pages -- an occasional bone of contention with some of our readers . Since
he owns a very fancy, multi-purpose typewriter, or the like, improvements in
technical presentation will be a certainty ; and since he is an "old hand" at
philatelic reporting (although not from the Swiss scene) you may expect at least
a continuation of TELL's contents at the present level.
What your current editor pro-tem will do in regard to TELL (or what he might be
asked to do) has not yet been decided ; but you will most likely be unable to
avoid the FG byline even though it's a comforting thought to know that perhaps
now some of the over 10,000 unmounted pages of my collection might become done
eventually .

	

But the modern cancellations "tape-worm" will be finished, and
since only roller cancels, Swiss offices abroad, official (blue) cancels, modern
straightlines, and the regular cataloguing of the plain town cds remain, there
is a good chance that --

	

allelujah -- this long, long series WILL come to a
conclusion ere too long!

It has been fun serving you (although most correspondents conveniently "forget "
to enclose return postage together with their questions or xeroxes, or actual
stamps) . How "fat" TELL will be in the future will depend on your supporting
our new editor by feeding him information and articles . In 1979 it grew from 24
to 28 to 32 pages, plus auctions . The size will also depend on the number of
advertisers we shall be able to secure for our paper ; and it must be said once
again that without members' patronage of our advertisers they may not see any
reason of supporting us.

Remain loyal NOW and remit your 1980 dues -- should you still be hanging on to
that "fiver ." Those not yet in good standing for next year will find an ominous
RED CIRCLE around the membership number of your address label . That means : PAY
NOW, or no more TELLs .	

Some well-meaning, but apparently totally naive character in Zürich advertises,
in the Swiss Briefmarkenzeitung, for special identification of stamp collectors'
mail, gummed labels inscribed "PHILATELIST" with an added picture modeled clos -
ely after the US 8¢ "Stamp Collecting" issue, to stick on your letters!! These
labels sell for SFr . 5 . per sheet of 25 -- a very steep sum indeed -- and it is
concernedly hoped that NO AHPS member EVER will stick such labels on his mail.
That type of identification is an open invitation to have contents of letters
rifled, letters completely stolen, or -- worse yet -- actively preparing the
stage for a burglary in your own, or in the letter recipient's home . DESIST from
marking your mail "philatelic" and prevail upon your correspondents to omit any
philatelic connotation in the address of mail directed at you . Even AHPS offi -
cers should NOT be identified as such when you write to them . One of them DID
have his home burglarized and stamps stolen . . .and it might have been a careless -
ly (or rather mindlessly) addressed letter which triggered the whole thing.

Dave Beaber's article (October TELL) on those deplorable and despicable Paris
reprints of the Standing Helvetia 25 and 40 cts . denominations, in hundreds of
shades and on dozens of different papers from that illegally sold plate of Gir -
ardet's, was a very timely contribution to our bulletin . A source apparently in
Florida (not yet absolutely pinpointed, but obviously with ulterior motives of

making big profits from these items through parceling small groups of these
fakes out to various auctions in this country) tries to get unsuspecting auc-
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tion houses to sell this trash to stupid and uninformed buyers at very high
prices . In an October auction out of an Illinois town near St .Louis MO, lot 806
was described as : Switzerland, type A21 : 9 diff . color proofs [underlining by
editor] of the 40¢ value in horizontal pairs, one on card, balance on stamp pa-
par (Photo) ; est . $100 .

	

This auction house was notified of the character and
valuelessness of these items, sent Dave's article, and asked to withdraw the
lot .

	

In the November 9-10 auction of a Chicago stamp firm they pop up again:
Lot 1976, Scott type A20 and 21 (x5 ea .), 1882	 color proofs imperf . pairs, in
various colors, no gum, vf ., est . $150 . Smell a rat? But much worse is lot 1977
in that same auction -- without doubt from the same source : Scott type A21 (xl0)
1882 Standing Helvetia essay imperf ., strip of 5 in grey and 5 sgls . in green,
no gum, vf ., est . $100 . DO YOU KNOW WHAT THESE ARE? Plate flaw and retouch clas -
sifiers, advertised in large sheets as "Helvegrau" and "Helvegrün" in Swiss
stamp dealers' supply ads, and sold at about 2¢ each (Sheet of 100 : $1 .50 or so).
Their denomination tablets of course have no value indicated because they are
supposed to serve a specialized collector for ALL his Standing Helvetia retouch-
es, etc . Of course if there is a"super-dumbo" around (although we asked the owner
of the auction firm to withdraw both lots which he very likely will do since we
might go to ASDA and APS otherwise) who will bid more than $1 . for thatlot, then
we must only recall Barnum's famous statement of "one being born every minute ."
Happy rude awakening, brother! What all AHPS members ought to do is to take all
their known fakes and mark them with indelible ink "FAKE" or "FALSE" ; or if you
cannot stand to operate on your darlings yourself, you should let an official
expert of the Swiss Philatelic Societies do it for you -- NOW . Otherwise this
literal garbage will continue to make the rounds in ever renewed searches for
additional dumb collectors . Thus : BEWARE, and help stamp out philatelic fraud.

And now these album weeds also are popping up in Swiss auctions! Just received a
beautiful catalogue for a mid-November Zürich auction . In it, lot 3824 (ill .)
says : Essays (Probedrucke), 126 stamps, with pairs, blocks of 4 ; also includes
items on cardboard paper, in a variety of colors, 25 & 40 cts . values . Nice and
clean lot . Min . bid : SFr . 300 . -- Only comment : SAD SAD SAD ; and where are the
Swiss philatelic watchdogs? We wrote to the auctioneer, pointing out the cinder-
ellas, and sent him a complimentary copy of Dave Beaber's October TELL article!

And as an editorial farewell an admission : No matter how hard I try, I cannot
see most of the retouches, plate flaws, reentries, added lines, etc . on Standing
Helvetia stamps . Of course I see the big flaws ; but "eleventh star from the top,
left, with extra half line on the upper right point " . . .sorry . After learning
that at least one official Swiss stamp expert cannot see these flaws either and
sends such stamps to a colleague for identification, I felt much better . Need-
less to say that I still manage very well without glasses . Remedy, anyone???

Sanford Durst, publisher, 133 E . 58th Street, New York NY 10022, announces the
reprinting of "Early Forged Stamp Detector ." This volume originally was pub -
lished as Forged Stamps and How to Detect Them, by Lewis and Pemberton in 1863,
and as How to Detect Forged Stamps, by Dalton in 1865-- with the dates proof in
itself that shady characters infested philately shortly after it came about.
The current reprint combines the two books and deals of course with early for -
geries and cinderellas from all countries ; but -- sad to say -- Switzerland is
very prominently represented . Price : $16 ., plus $1 . postage outside the U .S.

TELL's 1979 issues 41 through 8 received a silver-bronze at the Chicago Phila-
telic Society's 1979 National show's literature competition . Another medal!!!

An updated pricelist of all postal paper and other materials available at the
Swiss Philatelic Agency in Bern has been made available in October . On twelve
pages this brochure (which is available if you ask) the listings detail postage
stamps, including booklets and coils now in stock, postal stationery (not much)
unstamped series of picture postcards, and several brochures . Address : Phila -
telic Agency GD-PTT, Parkterrasse 10, 3030 BERN (Switzerland) . Ask for item 16 .
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NEW ISSUES -- SWITZERLAND
PRO JUVENTUTE 	 1979 :	 COMMUNAL COATS OF ARMS,	 2.
As previously announced (and as pictured in the November and December advert -
isements of the Swiss PTT) the four stamps of the second part of this issue
(which will stretch over at least two more years) depicts the arms of these
Swiss communities and ex-communities :

	

20 cts . : CADRO (Ticino), a village in
the district of Lugano, formerly part of the Lord of Sonvico's holdings north
of Lugano . The village, currently of about 1000 inhabitants, is first menti-
oned in 755 A .D . Principal occupations are farming and viticulture . The vil -
lage church, Santa Agata, contains thirteenth century frescoes and other an -
cient relics . Arms : Vert, a unicorn rampant argent, gorged with a crown, or.
The unicorn also is the attribute of Agatha, the saint, and the crown re-
members the coat of arms of the village's most important family, the Realis.
40	 cts : RUTE (Appenzell Inner-Rhoden) . This community contains no village of
this name, but consists of the agglomerations of Brülisau, Ferien, Hirschberg,
Befig, Steinegg, Eggerstanden, and all houses of Appenzell town located north
and east of the Sitter river . The community also includes numerous single
homesteads, hamlets, alps, and mountain farms, as well as the two alpine lakes
of Fälen and Sämtis, reaching all the way up to Mt .Altmann . It is the largest
community, size-wise, of the half-canton . Currently it numbers about 2400 in-
habitants . Arms : Sable, a swan's neck argent, beaked and langued gutes, rising
from a crown, or, set with several

	

jewels, gules . This heraldic emblem dates
back to the thirteenth century when it was carried by the noble family of
Schönenbühl which had furnished several administrators to the Canton of Appenzell.
Rüte community was established in 1872 from an earlier administrative entity
which also used this coat of arms .

	

Until about 1930 home embroidering was a
main source of income . Today farming and a bit of tourism are the main sources
of income for this widely dispersed community's inhabitants -- unless they are
working in neighboring Appenzell or St .Gallen.
70	 cts . : SCHWAMENDINGEN (Zürich) . In 1908 this then independent village, Ale -
mannic in origin and referred to as Swamundinga as early as 820 A .D ., had 90
houses and 745 inhabitants . (In 900 A .D . it already had ten houses .) Today it
is part of the city of Zürich and overflows with more than 30,000 residents . ..
and all these newcomers built houses and highrises where farmers formerly were
tending their fields or cows . Schwamendingen is close to Dübendorf and Oerli-
kon, almost on the way to Zürich's intercontinental Kloten airport . Arms : Gules
a ploughshare, argent, and in the sinister chief, a cross formy of the same . --
The cross recalls Schwamendingen's long affiliation with the Grossmünster (
Zürich) church.
80	 cts . : PERROY (Vaud), Rolle district, on Lake Geneva, lies in the heart of
the "La Cate" viticulture district, and wine making is the principal
occupation of its 750 burghers. Its coat of arms also reflects that fact. Perroy first
is found mentioned in 910 A .D ., but became better known a century later when a
Benedictine priory was erected there . During the Reformation the abbey was sec -
ularized by the Bernese, then in charge there . Arms :

	

Azure, a bunch of grapes,
or, with stem and leaves of the same.

NEW ISSUES -- LIECHTENSTEIN (see November and December TELL advertisements)
[A detailed information folder, in English, French and German, is available
for SFr . 1 .50 from the FL Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle, 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein .]

OLYMPIC	 WINTER GAMES,	 LAKE PLACID,	 1980 : 40 Rp . : Crosscountry tracks, Valüna;
70 Rp . : Winter sports center Malbun and Ochsenkopf mountain ; Fr . 1 .50 : Sareiser -
joch chair and ski lift . Liechtenstein will be prominently represented at Lake
Placid . At the last winter games in Innsbruck (or was it Salzburg?) the tiny
nation's skiers returned home with two Olympic medals, and they intend to do
the same in 1980! Ever since about 1974-75 the names of Wenzel, Frommelt, and
Konzett have been listed among the top winners in international races, slalom
and World Cup competitions .
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LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES, continued . . ..

CHRISTMAS STAMPS, 1979, AFTER EMBROIDERIES BY FERDINAND NIGG (1865-1949).
By now almost a legend, because he was a strange, hermit-like, yet lovable and
charming man as well as very individual artist and craftsman, Ferdinand Nigg
formerly was professor at the arts academies of Magdeburg and Cologne . Of his
many embroideries, three with Christmas themes were selected . 20 Rp . : Annunci -
ation ; 50 Rp . Christmas ; 80 Rp . : Blessed be the Peace Makers.
Maximum FD canceled cards are available for both issues .

Poor artists and de-
signers of Swiss
postage stamps!! In 1900
Grasset was lambasted
for that hussy, alias

Helvetia on the UPU
issue ; but in 1907
the wrath of the
public was directed
against the creat-
ors of the new low
values of the first
Tell Boy and the
first Helvetia

portrait design . Togeth -
er with "humorous"
poems lauding the
old and condemning

the "ugly, new stuff,"
caricatures of the
new designs were
widely distributed.
are typical examples
boy, in lieu of car-
is selling apples
saying : Sir, apples
the 10 centimes card

taken it all from me!

PHILATELIC HUMOR IN SWITZERLAND, VINTAGE OF 1907.

The two fun postcards
of this lambasting . Tell's
rying his fathers crossbow,
under an umbrella instead,
are 5 centimes each ;

	

and
has a pretty mean looking Helvetia pointedly say : Bern has
SO WHAT'S NEW?
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SWISS REGISTRATION LABELS -- A FOLLOW - UP
The guide to Swiss R .-la -
bels (September 1979 TELL
could not -- because of
its character as an over-
view -- go into details.
The basic types, as
listed, may have minor, fur -
ther varieties ; but as a

whole the listing
will not need much
correcting, inclu -
ding the dates of
introduction of
each type.

The observations
recorded below
comprise Mr .Huber'
s own addenda as
well as some by
TELL's editor pro -
tem (who about 10
years ago
published two articles or
the subject) and
some by TELL sub-
scribers, and in-
quirers.

The tiny, "R– only" label (p .187) between about 1948
and 1970 also was used to identify as registered mail
items from abroad which bore registration marks not
necessarily immediately apparent as such . The three
examples, from Paraguay, Mexico, and Pakistan, should

provide ample evidence to explain this label's use . It is now discontinued .
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At the bottom of the previous page are shown a variety of R—labels for the mo -
bile, special occasion offices . Originally, all of them had labels exactly
matching the respective office's cds legend, in German, French, Italian or Ro-
mansh, as well as still different ones for rare visits to Liechtenstein.

At the very start (1937) a temporary label was used . After that, the re g ular

labels occur -- occasionally replaced, in an emergency, by handstam ped items . For

the last ten years, though, uniform labels (in the various languages, but with-
out the office's number) have been utilized at all these special facilities.

Special occasion, stationary postal stations at fairs, congresses, sports events,
etc . are known since the early 1920s ; but they may go back further . Some initial

attempts at cataloguing them have been made ; but here is a real research task
for someone willing to act as a collator and then as producer of a comprehensive
list . Of late these special occasion labels are produced quite infrequently.
Above are shown a variety of them : some printed and some handstam p ed, on several

basic label types . Not all special post offices used special labels!

Extremely difficult to obtain, because occurring only on true users' mail and be-
cause mail sent in by collectors is rejected and returned, with a stern warning
to desist, are R—labels from Swiss fieldpost offices and centers . Again a var-
iety of different basic types is shown, both with printed-on or handstam p ed

texts .
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Of interest, too, is the practice currently in force at the tiny postal
acceptance stations in far away hamlets, most of which this past July for the first

time received regular cds . If they accept registered mail at all, the label may
bear

	

the name of the neighboring post office ; and some do not accept register-
ed mail .

	

On the other hand,
self-service post offices DO have their own distinct
or at times add-on handstamped R-labels.

According to initial information and re-
search, all Swiss R labels are produced
by the same printing establishment in the
Canton of Solothurn . Thus the numbering device used can be assumed to be the
same on all R-label types from 1 .1 to 2 .5, and then again from 3 .1 and 6 .2 and
9 .1 to 9 .4 .

	

Type 1 .1 MIGHT have been produced by Benziger & Cie . in Einsiedeln
(SZ) because private R-labels from that firm are known on letters predating the
introduction of type 1 .1 in 1892.

Someone asked about mint R-labels . That sort of defeats the purpose of their
existence ; but it is certainly not impossible for an insistent collector to ca -
jole a mildly willing postal clerk into letting him have a strip of brandnew
labels .

	

Only those numbers actually used must be entered in the dispatch book
for registered items.

In conclusion a few more "make-do" items are shown . There are ms, items the sur -
vival of which is credited to an observant clerk/collector in a major mail order
firm who put such covers aside and later sold them .

	

The one with R No.1 might
possibly have been affixed by an RPO clerk even though RPOs do not accept re -
gistered mail . The other examples look like emergency solutions after even the
pad of blank, emergency labels had been used up, without replacements in-on time.

The make-do label from VADURA (1952) apparently is the upper part of a parcel
inscription label, with the number cut off, and with a ms
R and number, plus the office's handstamp straightline ad -
ded . . .rather involved! But imagination knoweth no bounds.

Finally, in analogy to type 10 print-ons on envelopes, a
few federal offices, including the Swiss Philatelic
Serv- UN counterpart in Geneva, as well as some cantonal offices,

281

ice in Bern and its
produced envelopes
with a big red R
printed on, and a
window next to it
through which a
typed-on number of
the letter inside
could be seen.

With these observations,
R-labels of Switzerland most likely will not be treated again in TELL for quite
some time ; but very unusual items may be submitted under the "oddities " or "my
favorite cover" headings, for reproduction .
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A FEW UNUSUAL COVERS FROM YOUR DEPARTING EDITOR
PRO-TEM'S COLLECTION.

The 1873 folded "letterlet" shown at right is the
smallest Swiss mail item l have seen so far . It meas-
ures 69 by 54 mm and was sent from La Sagne (NE) to
Le Locle (NE) . It contains an order for watch jew -
els . I have seen slimmer letters, with a height of
only 25-30 mm, but never one with a total area as
tiny as this one .

	

Anyone able to "underbid?"

Below is a tourist's postcard mailed from Campione,
the Italian enclave across the lake from Lugano.
While the second Campione issue actually was valid

its own stamp!
The USPO forgot
to collect!

And the third
piece pictured
is a triple for-
warded letter,
taxed at every
place it sought
its addressee.
Properly fran -
ked as local
letter, it be-
came a 10 cts.
due letter be -
yond the local
region . Strange
is only that
nothing was
annulled	 ??

for postage to Switz -
erland until mid-1952,
it apparently was not
permitted to paypostage elsewhere, alone

or in combination
with Swiss stamps.
Hence only the Swiss
part of the then cor -
rect 65 cts . airmail
postcard rate to the
U .S . was cancelled in
Lugano, and the
Campione office marked its
own card with a spind -
ly T for postage due,
but added its mark of
origin postmark below,
carefully not marking,
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THE REVENUE CORNER, By Donn Lueck

HAND STAMPED, PRINTED, AND EMBOSSED REVENUE PAPER OF THE CANTON OF BERN

Reprinted, with the permission of	 the author, from TheAmerican Revenuer, 6-79.

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at listing hand-
stamped, printed, and embossed revenue paper of Berne . These early revenues
were used on receipts, obligations, bills of sale, and other legal documents.
This does not purport to be a complete listing ; nor has any attempt been made
to price these items . Information leading to adequate pricing is unavailable
at this time . Later, with possible receipt of further information, such an at-
tempt may be made.

We trust that the information presented herein will enable those of you in
possession of such material to better categorize your collection . Readers able to
shed additional light on these items are invited to correspond with the author
(address on the inner front page of this bulletin).

HANDSTAMPED REVENUES
PROVISIONAL ISSUES (1803)

Circular CANTON BERN 3 BATZ. in black, on red HELV .REPUBLIC 2	 Batz . handstamp.
The black handstamp is 21 .5 mm in diameter (Fig.1)

BATZEN VALUES (1803 - 1840)

Circular CANTON BERN in black, with value in the center . The diameter of the
circle varies from 21 to 22 mm up to the 4 Batzen value . The two higher values
are 24 mm in diameter . The following values are known : 1B, 1½B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B,
I	 Frank .

	

(Fig .2)
The following combination pieces are also known (Fig .3):

1B	 +	 1½B ;

	

3B	 +	 4B ; 1B	 + 5	 Rap.

One document with a 1 Batz handstamp used on September 9, 1826 is known . The
document is on official paper watermarked CANTON BERN STEMPEL, also bearing a
1B embossed revenue in the upper right corner, with the handstamp in the lower
left corner.

RAPPEN VALUES ( 1820 - 1850)

Circular

	

CANTON BERN in black with value in the center . Diameter of the circle
is 21 mm . The following value is known :

	

5 Rap . (Fig .4)

One document is known with the 5 	 Rap . handstamp in the lower left corner and a
5 RD . embossed revenue in the upper right corner . The document is on official
paper watermarked CANTON BERN STEMPEL and is dated December 26,1833.

PRE-PRINTED REVENUE PAPER

Circular CANTON BERN 2 Rap . with Bern coat of arms in cen-
ter . The circle is 24 mm in diameter . Date of use unknown . No other values are
known . (Fig .5)
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The Bern coat of arms in a wreath with KANTON BERN inscribed left and right of
shield . Circle in upper right corner with inscription, Stempel	 3 Rapp ., in two
lines . Below shield inscription, Für ein Stück . This is the only example re-
corded ; date of use unknown (Fig .6).

Pre-printed revenue
paper similar to
Fig .6 ; but different
shield, and "Canton"
spelled with "C".
This was found on a
document dated 1837.
(Fig .6A)

EMBOSSED REVENUES

FANCY OVAL (1803-1820)

Fancy dotted oval (32½ by
44 mm) inscribed CANTON
BERN, showing a man with
a sword in his right
hand and holding Bern
coat of arms with left
hand, standing on ornate
value box with embossed
value (Fig .7).
The following values are
known : 1B . ;	 3 .	 B.

(NOTE : Many of the items
shown are colorless embos -
sings, reinforced here .)

There are no complete documents for Fig,7 items to
substantiate the period of use ; but one item seen had a pencil notation, "1819 . "

FANCY OVAL (1820 - 1845)

Fancy, dotted oval (32½x44 mm) inscribed CANTON BERN, somewhat similar to Fig .7.
The following values are known : 1Bz . ; 1½ Bz . ; 3 .Bz . ; 1Fr .

	

(Figure 8).

RECTANGULAR TYPES

FANCY RECTANGLE (1803 - 1840) ; BATZEN VALUES

Ornate embossed frame with CANTON BERN in raised letters . Center of design has
Bern coat of arms with bear above value box . The value is embossed (depressed)
into box . (Fig .9) . The following values are known: 1B.; 1½B.; 2.B.; 3.B.; 4.B.; 5.B .
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The embossed frame of Fig .9 is 28x35 mm in size . The document mentioned earlier
dated on September 9, 1826 bears the 1B . value.

FANCY RECTANGLE (1820 - 1845 ) ; BATZEN VALUES

Same design as Fig .9, but value is raised embossed . Embossed frame 28x35 mm.
(Fig .10) .

	

The following values are known :	 1½ Bz . ; 3	 Bz.

FANCY RECTANGLE (1820 - 1850) ; RAPPEN VALUES
Same design as before . The value is embossed (depressed) into value box . The
following value is known : 5 R .

	

(Fig .11)

FANCY RECTANGLE (1830 - 1850) ; RAPPEN VALUES
Same design as Fig .11, except value is raised embossed . The following value is
known (Fig .12) : 5	 Rp.
One document is known, as mentioned above, dated December 26, 1833.

Rectangular embossing (18x23 mm ) with bear in square shield in center . Straight-
line inscription at top is CANT: BERN with value at bottom . (Fig.13).

Value known : 5	 rap.
One document is known dated 1845 . The period of use is considered to be from
1830 to 1865 . The same design is also known inscribed REP BERN in straightline;
same value.

Rectangular embossing (18½x24 mm) with rounded corners . Central design is square
shield with bear surrounded by wreath . The CANT .BERN inscription at top is curv -
ed, with period after CANT . instead of colon .

	

Value known : Rp .10 .

	

(Fig .14).
One document, dated May 7, 1822, is known to date.

RECTANGULAR EMBOSSING WITH POINTED SHIELDS (1865 - 1900)

Rectangular embossing with curved inscription CANT .BERN above pointed shield
with bear ; value at bottom . Width varies from 17 to 22 mm, and

	

height varies
from 23 to 28 mm . (Fig .15) . The following values are known : Rp .8 ; Rp.10 ; Rp .30.

RECTANGULAR EMBOSSING, FANCY SHIELD (1860 - 1890)

Rectangular embossing with curved inscription CANT .BERN at top . Center of de-
sign is fancy shield with bear . (Fig .16) The following values are known:

Rp .	 15 (19x24 mm ) ; Rp .	 60 (19x26 mm).

OCTAGON TYPES

Octagon embossing (21x28 mm) inscribed REPUB-BERN above shield with bear . Value
in small box at bottom . (Fig . 17) . Value known : 2 Bz.
There are no complete documents to indicate period of use which is believed to
be about 1830 - 1850.

Octagon embossing (21x28 mm) inscribed CANT :BERN above shield with bear . Value
in small box at bottom (Fig .18) . Values known : 2 Bz . ;

	

30	 Bz.
There are no complete documents to indicate period of use which, however, is
believed to be 1830 - 1850.

LESS PLEASANT NEWS DEPARTMENT : The official PTT-Information Paper (PTT-Amtsblatt)
announced in its No .58, October 17, 1979, that part of the airmail dispatch that
was aboard the ill-fated Swissair plane which crashlanded inAthens, Greece, on
Oct .7, was totally destroyed by fire following the crash . Other mail survived.
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AUCTION HOUSES IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN	 continued.

Bills usually are sent, and payment requested

	

before lots are sent . Payment is

due within 10 days after receiving the bill.

Catalogues, in most instances, are very well illustrated, often with pages and
pages of color pictures, and many of these catalogues can serve as fascinating
lecture to a true philatelist even years after a sale is long past, because
such volumes may serve as excellent reference literature -- especially if you
request, pay for, and receive the "prices realized" list after a sale.

Since production costs for many catalogues are very high and becauseairmail
postage has become so expensive as to make it almost prohibitive for an auction
house to airmail catalogues to this continent, you cannot expect to receive
runs of free catalogues from any of these places unless you are asuccessful
bidder in a previous auction . You will get knocked off a free receiver's list
very quickly if you do not bid or are low bidder without ever winning a lot!
But it is usually possible to get at least ONE free catalogue from any firm
although some, such as Corinphila, will request a $10 . bill with your request,
to pay for airmail postage -- usually deductible if you are a successful bidder.

The language problem may be considerable, and if you dó not have a fair work -

ing knowledge of French and/or German, then be cautious . The fine print advis -
ing you of the auction rules is very necessary reading if you do not wish to
be stuck with a lot, or with a huge bill because you neglected to state how
much you were willing to spend in toto.

One- nice thing, however : you have the right to submit any lot (unless already
covered by a recent certificate of authenticity) to an official expert of the
Swiss Association of Philatelic Societies, and if that official expert determ-
ines that the piece is not authentic, he will mark it accordingly -- and the
auction house MUST take it back while you get a full refund usually including
the expert's fee . (Auctioneers not following this practice are banned from ad -

vertising in the SBZ, the official organ of all Swiss stamp societies .)

A first list of auction houses is provided below . There may be others . Unless
specialties are noted, it should be understood that about 90% of all lots in
these auctions are Switzerland material.

SILVIO CHIANTI, Hochschorenstr.3l, PROB 9, 9202 GOSSAU 5G, Swizz . : Worldwide.

EUROPHILA, Bahnhofstrasse 102, PROB 8024 Zürich , Swizz . : Worldwide. Once a year.

EUROPHILA S .A ., 10 rue Petitot, 1204 GENEVE, Switz . (formerly Bally-Phila)
DAVID FELDMAN S .A ., POB 81, 1213 ONEX (GE) Switz . : only about 25% Swiss mat.
B .GRABNER, Gutenbergstrasse 45, 3011 BERN, Switz.
H .P .HUGGEL & PARTNER AG ; POB 1276, 8036 Zürich, Switz . : Stamps, Antiques, Varia.
INTERPHILA MONATSAUKT10NEN (Stutz/Jann/Bach) POB 189,8407 WINTERTHUR, Switz.
KLEINAUKTIONEN ZURICH (A .Gross), Weinplatz 10, 8001 ZÜRICH, Switz.
KRONENBERG AUCTIONS, POB 222, 4104 OBERWIL BL, Switz.: About 50% Swiss material.
PETER MARXER, Werdenbergerweg 7, POB 431, 9490 VADUZ, Liechtenstein : Twice a yr.
PERUCCHI AUCTIONS (Waigand/Longhi), Kappelergasse 16, 8022 ZURICH, Switzerland.
MARKEN-MÜLLER AG, Birsigstrasse 111, POB 71, 4011 BASEL, Switz . ; Little aucti -

ons: Swiss stuff mostly ; intl . auctions in coop . with Robson Lowe Ltd.
PHILATELIE HANS R .SCHWARZENBACH, Limmatquai 72, 8001 ZURICH, Switz.: Postal Hist.
PROPHILA (D .Najman), POB 288, 5401 BADEN AG, Switzerland : 4 auctions a year.
P .RAPP AUKTIONEN, POB 2924, Lindenstrasse 17, 9500 WIL SG,Switz . : Worldwide.

R & B ROELLI-SCHAER, Kapellgasse 21, 6004 LUZERN, Switz . : twice a year all Sw.

STUDIO PHILATELIQUE G .MARCHAND, 8 Versonnex, 1208 GENEVE, Switzerland.
TALAS STAMPS, Obere Kirchgasse 22, 8400 WINTERTHUR, Switzerland.
TARO (HANS TANNER), Hohmattweg, 4938 ROHRBACH BE, Switzerland : 2-3 times a year.

MRS .A .WEBER-KELLER, Guldislooweg 31, 8620 WETZIKON ZH, Switz .: mail sale;postal
stationery and entires ONLY.

MME EDITH WAGEN, Avenue de la Rasude 2, 1006 LAUSANNE, Switz . : MAIL	 BID	 SALES .
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THE AIRMAIL ISSUE OF 1923 . Translated after reports in the BBZ 0f 1923.

Having acquired and read through about six years' worth of Berner
Briefmarkenzeitung , a number of collecting habits and other philatelic behaviors between 1920
and now become almost distutbingiy appatent . But some do similarities, such as in
the falsifications of stamps department, which were announced as frequently then
as they are now . Although the BBZ covers the entire woad of stamps, enough
interesting Swiss tidbits were found so as to report on some of them in future
TELLS once in a while . F .G.

The following information is taken from the February and April issues of 1923.
It deals with the first regular airmail issue of Switzerland.

Until now the PTT's Directorate considered the regular 30 and 50 cts.
stamps, overprinted by a red propeller and winged wheel, fully sufficient for its needs to
frank airmail matter with special postal paper .

	

Now , however, the decision has
been made to issue special stamps for use on airmail . From a great number of
submitted drawings and designs three sketches by the Zürich artist Karl Bickel
were selected, and they are certain to find acclaim because they satisfy both
the artistic and the people's tastes.

The set consists of six values : 15 and 25 cts . in Type A (airplane over the Alps),
35 and 40 cts . (pilot in cockpit), and 45 and 50 cts . (airplane) . These cover the
variety of air surtaxes currently charged on the international lines for which
they are to be used.

The stamps are being printed in sheets of only 25 by the Federal Mint, on cross
watermarked paper now in use for current, bi-colored issues . Perf . is 11¾x11½.

Post offices will have a supply of these stamps by March 1 . They are to be used
primarily on mail of the Geneva-Zürich-Nuremberg line which will reopen service
on May 1 forthcoming . But the stamps should also serve as special postage on the
other international lines, as follows:

1: Paris - London (Great Britain and overseas destinations);
2: Strasbourg-Prague-Warsaw, with branch at Prague for Vienna-Budapest-Bucha -

rest-Constantinople (Czechoslovakia, Poland, Austria, Hungary, Romania,
Turkey and Asia).
This service was suspended since November 1922, but is reinstated March 1,
1923, with a daily connection, leaving Strasbourg at 6 a.m., planned for Ap -
ril I . For the segment Budapest-Constantinople, by way of Belgrade-Buchar -
est, service resumption will be announced as soon as atmospheric conditions
permit . Currently unregistered letters and cards only are admitted for the
transportation to

	

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Austria and Hungary.
3: Toulouse-Casablanca (Western Morocco, without stop in Tangiers);
4: Cairo-Baghdad (Mesopotamia and Western Persia);
5: Königsberg-Moscow ; Königsberg Riga-Reval ; Königsberg-Kaunas-Riga (Soviet

Russia, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
And as of May 1 service also will be available for:

6: Geneva-Zürich-Nuremberg, for mail from Geneva and surroundings for Zürich
and beyond, for Bavaria, Wurttemberg ;

	

Central Germany and Scandinavia.
On this line are admitted regular and registered items (except money orders,
COD and value-declared pieces) up to 2 kilograms . This line also accepts
parcels up to 5 kg weight with destination to Germany . No parcel may be
larger in any dimension than 60 cm . Parcels will command the rates for ur -
gent mail (triple the regular rate), plus an airmail surcharge of 50 cts.
plus a special delivery-like fee of 50 cts . per parcel.

Any mail not fully prepaid for air dispatch will be sent by surface mail . Airmail
items may be posted at all post offices, and they must carry the most legible
notation : BY AIRMAIL, FROM . . . .TO . . . .

	

In order to readily distinguish airmail
from other mail, the air surcharge must be paid by the sender with the new air-
mail stamps . -- The previously used Swiss airmail stamps (red overprint) will no
longer be valid for postage [after March 1, 1923] .
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The new stamps are to pay only for the air surcharge . Under unusual circumstan -

ces, however, the total or a partial fee of such airmail matter may be paid by
airmail stamps only . Airmail stamps are not valid, though, for the franking of
regular letters . (As an interesting addendum it should be related that according
to another postal edict airmail stamps could not be favor canceled at a post of -

fice window as any other Swiss postage and even postage due stamps could .]

AIR SURTAX TABLE

Paris - London
Strasbourg - Prague

- Warsaw
-Prague - Vienna
- Prague - Budapest
- Prague - Bucharest
- Prague - Constantinople

Toulouse - Casablanca
Cairo-Baghdad
Königsberg - Moscow (Riga, Reval, Kaunas)

	

25 cts . per each 20 g or fract.

Geneva - Nuremberg

	

25 cts . to 250 g
40 cts . 250 - 500 g

Inland airmail letter,
August 1, 1923,from
Geneva toZüriich, with
required manuscript

indicaticn of flight
route . Inlandletter
rate : 20 cts .;
airmail surtax : 25 cts.
Total postage paid by
40 cts. air & only 5

cts . regular stamps.

Editor's footnote : should you have in your collection email entires from the
months of March through September of 1923, WITH ms . route markings, then please
xerox and send in.

POST OFFICE CHANGES (NEW OFFICES ; CLOSED OFFICES ; CHANGED OFFICE NAMES)

NEW POST OFFICES : 8136 Gattikon ZH (10-4-79) ;

	

3901 Rosswald

	

VS (7-1-79) ; 3257
Ammerzwil BE (7-1-79) ;

	

3861 Nessental BE (7-i-79) . All three previously
were postal acceptance stations.

NEW POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATION : 1950 Sion Hôpital régional VS (10-15-79).
NEW PARCEL ACCEPTANCE DEPOTS : Cham (ZG) Röhrliberg (8-20-79) ; Rolle (VD) Grand '

Rue 78 ; Rüediswil (BE) ; Uetendorf-Allmend (BE) . All opened on 9-3-79.
POSTOFFICES	 CHANGED TO POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS : 6873 Somazzo, to 6872 So-
mazzo	 (TI) ;

	

6331 Unterhünenberg (ZG) . Both on 7-1-79 ; 7099 Pagig (GR; 10-1-79)
NAME CHANGES OF OFFICES : 633l Oberhünenberg (ZG) as of 7-1-79 became 633l 	 Hünen -

berg ; 8580 Amriswil 1 (TG) as of 7-1-79 became simply 8580 	 Amriswil.
NAME	 CHANGE OF POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATION : 743l Ausserglas (GR) as of 7-1-79 be-

came 743l 	 Glaspass.
CLOSED POSTAL FACILITIES : 4112 Bättwil (SO), closed 1-1-79 until further notice;
6000 Luzern 3 Untergrund (7-14-79) ; 8580 Amriswil 2 (TG) closed on 7-1-79;
2249 La Tourne (NE ; closed 5-31-79) ; 8450 Dätwil (ZH ; closed 7-1-79) ; 8586 En -
gishofen TG (closed 10-1-79) ; 8611 Freudwil TG (closed 10-1-79).

CLOSED POSTAL OR PARCEL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS : Birwinken TG (4-30-79) ; Lauchern -
alp above Wiler-Lötschen (never really existed ; listed by mistake!) ; Balm on

Klausen (UR); Golzern (UR) ; Hinterarni bei Intschi (UR) ; Urigen (UR): all closed
7-1-79 .

up to 20g

	

20-100g

	

each addl .100g

15 centimes for each 20 g
25

	

40

	

15
50

	

75

	

25
40

	

70

	

25

45

	

90

	

35

75

	

140

	

50
100

	

190

	

65

25

	

50

	

25
60 cts . per each 20 g or fract .
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SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS : 7, Serialization,for
TELL, of the A .H .P .S . Slide Show (available through APS) ; by Harlan F . Stone.

SWISS STAMPS
USED ABROAD

Because the
Swiss postal
administration
provided such
excellent mail
service over
the Alpine
passes in the
1800s, the
Kingdom of

Sardinia encouraged Switzerland to
establish federal postal agency
offices in 38 Italian border and
major towns as far south as Milano
(with one, Domodossola, surviving
to this day) while extending its
mail coach runs into what is now
Northern Italian territory, after
1849 .

	

In a similarmanner, France
(and in a more limited way,
Austria) allowed Switzerland to open

offices and horse relay stations in some of their border towns within the same
period . These offices received and postmarked the mail that the coaches picked
up along the Swiss routes, and turned it over to the foreign postal systems.
As a result, Swiss stamps exist with postmarks containing the names of Italian
and French towns . A variety of Italian and French strikes are shown . Strikes of
the three Swiss offices in Austria (Stilfserjoch, Pfunds, Nauders) are wanted
for illustration.

UPU COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS

In 1900 Switzerland issued its first commemorative
stamps -- the set of three (plus two postal cards)
showing Helvetia with symbols of communication .

	

The
occasion was the 25th anniversary of the Universal
Postal Union, founded in the Swiss capital, Bern, in
1874 . Because the Federal Council ordered the postal
department to issue the stamps almost at the last min -

ute, there was
insufficient time
to prepare the
engraved plates
properly . The re -
sult was many
printing plate
flaws . Research
has identified
more than one
thousand among
the three subtyp -
es of all three
values, the third
of which is from
reengraved plates .
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'1901 PUBLIC DESIGN COMPETITION ESSAYS

In 1901 the Swiss postal administration held a public com p etition to choose a
new design for its regular stamps . According to existing records, at least 51
essays were considered, but no first prize was awarded . The six entries shown
at the bottom of the previous page won prize money, and 15 others received
honorable mention . The desi g ns were mostly overcrowded and banal, and nonewas

ever used on an issued stamp.

TELL SOY AND HELVETIA BUST STAMPS
In 1905 the Swiss Postal Administration
tried again to replace the utilitarian and
out-of-fashion designs of the Cross and
Numeral and Standing Helvetia stamps . This
time it invited several eminent artists to
submit essays . The result was adoption of
another two-design issue in 1907, showing
William Tell's son Walter with a crossbow
on the lower denominations, and a bust of

Helvetia on the higher denominations . At left are the two 1907 designs, and at
right the improved designs that appeared two years later.

KOCHER STAMPS

In 1907 the Swiss Post-
al Administration also
announced that it would
print stamps on commer-
cial envelopes, post-
cards, address labels,
pamphlets, wrappers,etc.
submitted by firms for
use in business corres -
pondence, As a result
of faulty
interpretation of this edict, A.Ko-
cher & Son, a confecti -
onary and novelty firm,
received a p proval, two
years later, for print
ing of the Tell Boy and
Helvetia bust designs
on different, colored, 1

gummed labels it had

p repared with an advertising border. The cover shows a pair of Kocher stam p s
used on a company business envelope imprinted with a picture of one of its
stores . As a result of public protests over this commercial use of the count -
ry's stamps, the postal administration never again printed any with advertise -
ments

HELVETIA WITH SWORD STAMPS
Switzerland issued bi-colored stamps in 1903 in a series known as

Helvetia with Sword, or Helvetia on the Rock . Shown here is the 30

on 70 cts . overprint of 1915 . Some of these stamps (which exist in a
a great number of denominations from 20 cts . to 3 Fr .) were also the

first to receive grilled g um . To prevent curling of the stam p s, the

printers applied a grill to the paper
after gummin g it . This grilling is vis -

ible across the entire back of the stamp, even
after the gum is removed.
Of the first 4 0 cts .

	

issued (Z. No.107 t 112)two
types exist (artist ' s name in Full, or initials .)
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; PART 77;

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS, V . By Felix Ganz, with valuable help from M . Rutherfoord.

Many machine slogans, because of the multi-lingual situation in Switzerland,
exist in more than one form. Some of them crowd two, three or four languages into

the small space of the flag, while others are issued for the different parts of
the country in the respective part's single language (Fig .94 ; Europa week slo-
gan) . In the machine cancellations catalogue these different language wordings

are listed under one basic number . Slogans in Romansh and in German-Swiss dia -

lect are of fairly recent vintage and do not occur often .

	

Italian language
slogans are used in a few Ticino canton towns only, and none of them are found
as frequently as their French or German language counterparts . Once in a while
the post office directorate goofed when sending out monthly slogans and sent a

wrong language slogan or flag to some post office . This at times may result in
a very scarce combination of crown and flag ; but most often the error is caught
before any mail is canceled ; and instead of a slogan that post office then uses
its neutral "killer" until the correct slogan arrives a few days later.

Twice the GD-PTT also "goofed" by sending to Liechtenstein slogans that advert -
ised typically Swiss things, such as Swiss spas, or Swiss winter sports!! These
two ran hours or days only and are much sought after as curiosities.

Quite frequently (and of late much more often than in former years) slogan or
town propaganda flags can be paired with matching stamps or postal stationery,

to produce a type of "maximum card" or "maximum cover ." The earliest of these,

both on postal stationery of semi-official nature, date back to 1913 (Fig .95-6)
and had to do with the National Exhibition in Bern or the centennial of Geneva ' s

joining the Swiss Confederation in 1814 . The Bern Expo item shown here is an
even bigger "maximum
item" because it is can -
celed at the exhibition
station . by machine .
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NOTES TO SWISS TOWN NAMES IN THE USA . By Robert Hürlimann 	 Switzerland)
(Cf . various issues of TELL in 1976 and 1977 .)
GRATIOT [GROVE] (WI) : Henri (7) Gratiot (jr .) founded this town, located near

Shullsburg in SW Wisconsin . He developed the first lead mines near the Fever
River and was the go-between peacemaker after the Black Hawk Wars of 1832.

His brother, Christoph Gratiot, colonel, U .S .Army, advanced to chief of the
sapper and construction corps and built Fort Monroe on Chesapeake Bay .

	

Named

after him is Gratiot County,Wl, and Fort Gratiot on the Lake Huron narrows.
Their father, Henri Gratiot, "Wisconsin Scout, " was an immigrant fur trader
employed by the Hudson Bay Company.

HERSHEY (PA) : A Hirschi family is from near Schwarzenburg (Ct . Bern) and Trub
(Bern), but not from Zürich as previously mentioned .

	

An ancient family named
Hirsche or Hersche, or Herschi is found in Appenzell canton as early as 1400
(Inner-Rhoden) . In the days of William Penn, Christian Hersche emigrated from
Switzerland and came to Lancaster county, PA in 1709 . From him descends Milton

S . Hershey, founder of the Hershey chocolate company in Pennsylvania.

HIGHLAND (IL) : This town, twenty miles above St .Louis MO, originally was cal-
led the Colony of New Switzerland . Dr . Kaspar Koepfli, of Luzern, a member of
the radical party who was convinced of Switzerland's becoming overpopulated
and thus considered it the government's duty to help people emigrate to the
wonderful

	

New World, led his family and that of his nephew, Joseph Suppiger
of Sempach (canton of Luzern) to the new land shortly after 1830 .

	

Until 1844

others arrived from Switzerland . Then a series of bad harvests, cholera, and
animal diseases decimated the colony which subsequently was "inundated" by
Scottish immigrants (when two railway lines were built) and renamed Highland.

Om the cemetery of Highland may be found the grave of Heinrich Bosshard from
Seen (near Winterthur, Zürich), author of

	

the text for the Sempach battle
hymn, "Let's hear from olden times and hero Winkelried ." Bosshard spent the
last years of his life in New Switzerland/Highland.
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